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The following policy options have been considered in relation to the Consumer Protection 
(Regulation of Retail Credit and Credit Servicing Firms) Bill 2021:  
    

1. No intervention. 
2. Provide for the enhancement of the Central Bank’s code making powers so that the Central 

Bank can apply its Consumer Protection Code (CPC) to all the providers of credit, hire 
purchase (including personal contract plans (PCP)) and consumer hire agreements1  (i.e. 
the agreements”) to consumers, including the providers of such agreements which are not 
subject to a Central Bank authorisation, licensing or similar requirement (i.e. 
“unauthorised entities”). 

3. Provide for a new category of Central Bank “regulated business”2 to apply to the currently 
unauthorised providers and unauthorised servicers (i.e. “unauthorised entities”) of “the 
agreements” ”) to/with consumers and other “relevant persons”3.  

4. Provided that the currently “unauthorised entities” which provide or service the 
agreements ” to/with consumers and other “relevant persons” will become subject to the 
Central Bank authorisation and regulatory framework which applies to “retail credit firms” 
and “credit servicing firms”4 respectively. 

 
Preferred option:  
 
Option 4 is the preferred option. 
 
Option 1 was discounted as it would maintain the current legal position which prevents the Central 
Bank from applying its CPC (and any other Central Bank code) to “unauthorised entities” in relation 
to the provision or servicing of “non-cash loan” credit or other forms of financial accommodation 
to consumers. 
 
Options 2 to 4 inclusive explored different legislative and associated regulatory options which 
would give the Central Bank the power to apply its CPC (and any other code the Central Bank 
would deem appropriate) to the “non-authorised entities” which provide or service “non-cash 
loan” credit or other forms of financial accommodation to consumers.   
 
Option 2 envisages a limited legislative change which would enhance the remit of the Central 
Bank’s code making powers so that it could apply its CPC (and/or any other appropriate Central 
Bank code) to “unauthorised entities”.  While this option would extend the protections and rights 
available to consumers under the CPC in relation to such agreements they may enter into with 
“unauthorised entities” and so would constitute a significant improvement in the level of 
consumer protection in relation to such agreements (and would also fulfil a key “Tutty Report” 
recommendation that the CPC requirement to carry out a pre-contract suitability and affordability 
assessment should be placed on all PCP providers), these “unauthorised entities” would continue 
to fall outside the Central Bank’s authorisation and full regulatory remit.  Consequently other 
consumer protections and rights that are available to consumers and the enhanced consumer 
protection and other regulatory powers available to the Central Bank in respect of “regulated 
financial service providers” - such as those contained in the Central Bank (Supervision and 

                                                 
1 As these agreements are defined in the Consumer Credit Act 1995 (in this context legal advice has been received which 
states that, where the terms of a PCP agreement satisfies the essential aspects of a “hire purchase agreement” as defined 
in the Consumer Credit Act 1995, then the relevant provisions of that Act will apply to PCP agreements).  
2 As defined in section 28 of the Central Bank Act 1997. 
3 As also defined in section 28 of the Central Bank Act 1997. 
4 As provided for in Part V of the Central Bank Act 1997. 
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Enforcement) Act 2013 – would continue to be unavailable to the Central Bank.  Option 2 was, 
therefore, discounted on that basis.   
 
Options 3 to 4 inclusive would address the deficiencies identified with option 2.  In addition, by 
providing that all the providers of “non-cash loan” credit or other forms of financial 
accommodation to consumers (and to other “relevant persons”) would be subject to a Central 
Bank authorisation requirement, the Central Bank would also be able to play a “gatekeeper to the 
market” function and so should better assist the Central Bank in preventing problem firms from 
entering the market in the first instance as opposed to having to address consumer protection or 
other regulatory problems which may arise from those firms when they are operating in the 
market.  While these options are likely to place some additional regulatory requirements and 
obligations on certain firms and on the Central Bank, it is considered that the enhanced 
protections and rights which will become available to the consumers will justify this additional 
regulatory obligation.  Also it will level the regulatory field between existing Central Bank 
regulated entities and existing “unauthorised entities” in relation to the provision or servicing of 
such agreements. 

Option 3, however, would involve the creation of a new category of Central Bank “regulated 
business” in relation to the provision of “non-cash loan” credit or other forms of financial 
accommodation by currently “unauthorised entities”.  This would add to the range of business 
types which are authorised by the Central Bank under Part V of the Central Bank Act 1997.  As 
such it would add a further complexity, and also a certain degree of artificiality, to the range and 
types of business regulated by the Central Bank (such as creating a distinction between the 
existing “regulated business” category of “retail credit firm” and “credit servicing firm” and a 
proposed new “regulated business” category which would deal with credit (other than credit in 
the form of cash loans”), hire purchase (including PCP) and consumer hire agreements  without 
any off setting or compensating supervisor benefit or enhanced level of protection to the 
consumer.  That would be particularly the case where the existing “regulated business” categories 
of “retail credit firm” (which is the current authorisation category for “non-bank” firms which 
provide credit in the form of cash loans) and “credit servicing firm”, could be efficiently broadened 
and utilised to capture existing “unauthorised entities” of all forms of credit, hire purchase 
(including PCP) and consumer hire agreements to consumers and other “relevant persons”.    

Accordingly, option 3 was discounted and option 4 was selected as the preferred regulatory 
option. 
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Section 2: Statement of policy problem and objective  
 
 Government Objective 
The Government’s policy objective is:  

1. In the first instance, to implement the “Tutty Report” recommendation that the relevant 
provisions of the Central Bank’s Consumer Protection Code (and in particular, the 
provisions which require financial entities to carry out a pre-contract suitability and 
affordability assessment) should apply to all the providers of PCP agreements to 
consumers. 

 
2. More generally, the objective is to provide that the level and framework of consumer 

and other regulatory protection which currently applies to the provision of credit in the 
form of cash-loans by existing Central Bank authorised entities, will now also apply to 
all the providers of credit more generally, hire purchase (including PCP) and consumer 
hire agreements to consumers and other “relevant persons”. 

 
3. It is also important to ensure that, should a situation arise where there is a future sale 

or legal assignment of a credit or other financial accommodation agreement, the level 
of consumer protection that applied when the agreement was first entered into by a 
consumer will continue to apply and be available if needed by the consumer.  
Accordingly, the regulatory scope of the “credit servicing regime” will also be widened 
to include all of “the agreements”. 

 
 

Proposed legislation  

The proposed legislation will extend the existing Central Bank authorisation and regulatory remit in 
respect of “retail credit firms” and “credit servicing firms” as provided for in Part V of the Central Bank 
Act 1997 (and which currently applies only to “non-bank” entities which provide credit or service those 
credit agreements which are in the form of cash loans to “relevant persons”) to all the providers of 
credit, hire purchase (including PCP) and consumer hire agreements to "relevant persons".  These firms 
will then fall within the full authorisation and regulatory remit of the Central Bank, and the Bank will 
then be in a position to apply its CPC (and any other relevant code, or any relevant regulation or 
direction the Bank may make under the Central Bank Acts) to such credit providers and servicers.   

The proposed legislation will also deal with certain consequential amendments to the Consumer Credit 
Act 1995 so as to specifically provide that firms which are authorised as “retail credit firms” (as 
amended by this proposed Bill) will also be deemed to be a “credit institution” for the purposes of that 
Act, and also to apply the interest rate restriction which currently applies under that Act to some 
“credit institutions” to all “credit institutions” as defined by that Act. 

It is also proposed to address a lacuna in the existing definition of “retail credit firm” as set out in the 
Central Bank Act 1997 which limits the Central Bank authorisation scope only to firms which provide 
credit directly to “relevant persons” and in relation to inclusion of the APR in the contents of hire-
purchase agreements.    

 

Policy context 

PCPs (Personal Contract Plans) are a type of finance agreement which are used for the hire and in many 
cases the purchase of motor vehicles.   
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Over the past number of years, PCPs and other forms of car finance have increased in popularity.  
Central Bank data on the PCP market indicates that, at end December 20195, there was circa €1.1 
billion in outstanding PCP credit (comprising over 62,400 accounts) provided to Irish households by 
Irish resident credit institutions.  This was a significant increase compared to the position at end 
December 2014, where PCP credit from credit institutions amounted to €0.17 billion (comprising circa 
9,900 accounts).   

There is less data available on the amount of PCP finance provided by “non-banks”.  However, following 
a survey of the Irish car finance market, in “An Overview of the Irish PCP Market (2018)” the Central 
Bank indicated that, at end 2017, “non-banks”6 had outstanding PCP credit amounting to €293 million 
(and 13,785 contracts). 

In addition to PCP finance, at end December 2019 banks had provided additional amounts of finance 
to households for cars including circa €3bn by way of hire purchase (again, hire purchase and other car 
related finance provided by “non-banks” will be additional to this).   

The growth in the popularity of PCPs over recent years prompted both the Competition and Consumer 
Protection Commission (CCPC) and the Central Bank of Ireland to publish studies of the market in the 
first half of 2018.  Both the CCPC report and the Central Bank review identified a number of issues in 
relation to the PCP market that have potential financial stability and consumer protection implications.  
In light of these reports and the increasing take up of PCP and hire purchase finance by consumers, in 
June 2018 the Minister for Finance commissioned Mr Michael G Tutty7, to carry out a review of the 
current PCP market and regulatory structure.  In particular, he was asked to consider the adequacy of 
consumer protection in relation to PCPs in the current system and, if necessary, to make 
recommendations to address any identified gaps.  Mr Tutty produced his report in September 2018 
and it was subsequently published on the Department of Finance website on 1 November 2018. 
 
The Competition and Consumer Protection Commission (CCPC) Report on PCPs – March 2018 

Prompted by the growing popularity of this type of finance, the large sums of money involved and the 
complexity of the agreements, the CCPC began a study of the market in July 2017.  This report, which 
was published in March 2018, contained the first public analysis of the PCP market in Ireland, explored 
consumer experiences to date and assessed the consumer protections in place for those who sign up 
to PCP contracts. 

The CCPC report recommended that:  

 the CCPC should review the information it provides to consumers to help them understand PCP 
finance in light of the findings of its report and continue to conduct public awareness initiatives. 

 consideration should be given to how data should be collected on a statutory basis in order to 
track and monitor the development of the PCP market. 

 the growth in the PCP finance market should be considered in the context of potential future 
risk. Options to enhance the protections afforded to consumers include:- 

o a review of the Consumer Credit Act 1995, to ensure its suitability in relation to this 
specific new form of car finance; 

o an update of the regulatory regime to bring PCPs within the scope of the Central Bank’s 
Consumer Protection Code, thus mirroring the protections of other similar financial 
products; 

o as a potential interim action, the Central Bank could instruct regulated entities 
underwriting PCPs to only do so where the credit intermediary can demonstrate that it 

                                                 
5 This is the end of the last full year in respect of which the Central Bank has published such data.  
6 “Non-banks” are financial institutions that are not licensed as credit institutions. 
7 Mr Tutty was a former Second Secretary General of the Department of Finance and a former Chairman of the Commission 
for Energy Regulation. 
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has conducted standardised affordability checks, communicated information clearly 
and provided a standard information sheet. 

 

The Central Bank Report (Economic Letter) on PCPs – March 2018 (updated September 2018) 

The Central Bank published an Economic Letter on PCPs in March 2018 (and the data in that report 
was subsequently revised in September 2018).  The Letter noted that outstanding PCP contracts 
increased from just over 560 in 2012 to almost 76,600 in 2017 and that new contracts agreed per 
annum increased from approximately 440 per year in 2012 to almost 31,000 in 2017 as prevalence of 
the product grew.  Over the period 2012 to 2017, the level of outstanding PCP credit provided by banks 
and “non-banks” grew from €15 million at end 2012 to €1,393 million at end 2017.   

The Central Bank paper outlined a number of important potential financial stability and consumer 
protection areas to consider regarding PCPs such as: 

 the incentives dealerships/banks offer consumers in an effort to retain and ensure repeat 
business; 

 increased indebtedness, as analysis suggests that many consumers take out a term loan to 
finance the final instalment of the PCP, pushing up the overall cost of credit to the consumer; 

 the extent of affordability and credit checks on PCP finance arrangements; and 

 the banking system’s exposure to the car finance market in general, should a shock to the 
second-hand car market occur. 

 

Review of Regulation of Personal Contract Plans by Mr Michael G Tutty (the “Tutty report”) – 
September 2018 

Following the publication of the CCPC and Central Bank reports, the Minister for Finance asked Mr 
Michael G Tutty to conduct a review of the current PCP market and regulatory structure, and in 
particular to consider the adequacy of consumer protection in relation to such products and if 
necessary to make recommendations.   

In conducting his review, Mr Tutty sought the views of key stakeholders such as the Central Bank of 
Ireland, the CCPC, the Society of the Irish Motor Industry, a car dealer/credit intermediary, a financial 
institution involved in the PCP market, the Consumers' Association of Ireland; as well as the 
Department of Finance and the Department of Business, Enterprise, and Innovation.   

The Tutty report was finalised in September 2018 and its main conclusions were:- 

1. Legal advice should be obtained to confirm whether PCPs fall within the Consumer Credit Act 
1995 definition of “hire-purchase agreement” (or alternatively the definition of “consumer-hire 
agreement”) and if not that there should be a review of that Act with a view to enshrining PCPs 
in the legislation either as part of the hire-purchase provisions of that Act or on a separate 
basis; 

2. The Central Bank should collect hire-purchase statistics from as wide a base of providers as they 
can and that it would be useful to get legal advice on whether the power available to the Bank 
under section 65 of the Central Bank Act 1942 is sufficient to obtain such information as it 
considers necessary or desirable from “any person” who engages in the business of hire 
purchase; 
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3. The proposed legislative change to include hire-purchase and PCP finance in the central credit 
register is also welcome8 and this may provide a basis for the Central Bank to compile a full list 
of PCP providers; 

4. The CCPC should continue to play the lead role in providing consumer information and 
education on PCPs. If the existing legislation is reviewed to introduce specific provisions on 
PCPs, consideration should be given to whether legal provision should be made for additional 
information to be provided to consumers to cover the complexity of PCPs; 

5. The CCPC information material on PCPs could be strengthened to put more emphasis early on 
in it on the mileage and other conditions applied in PCPs and perhaps a printed explanatory 
guide could be developed by the CCPC for dealers to give to customers; 

6. There is no evidence so far of significant consumer detriment arising from PCPs. However, 
potential problems have been identified and it may be useful to deal with them before they 
materialise; 

7. There does not seem to be a need to introduce a stronger regulatory regime for credit 
intermediaries; 

8. While the need for full regulation of PCP financiers is not evident at this stage, it is 
recommended that relevant sections of the Central Bank Consumer Protection Code should be 
applied to PCP providers and that all entities providing credit in this way should be covered.  In 
particular, a requirement should be put on the financial institutions by the Central Bank to 
check the financial capacity of the customer taking on a PCP, as in Section 5.9 of the Consumer 
Protection Code; 

9. The Central Bank view that legislation would be required to introduce an authorisation regime 
for hire purchase/PCP providers in order to enable the Bank to apply relevant regulatory 
requirements, including the Consumer Protection Code 2012, to all hire purchase/PCP 
providers, where appropriate and that an external review of the legal position should be carried 
out.  If the current legal position does not provide a way forward, consideration should be given 
to legislation providing for an authorisation system for PCP providers which does not impose 
too much of a burden on the Central Bank or the PCP providers; 

10. It was not proposed that the CCPC should be given access to administrative sanctions in relation 
to PCPs. 

 

Where it was so requested by the Tutty report, legal advice was obtained on some of the report’s 
recommendations.  The advice indicated that the only recommendation which could not be 
implemented within the existing legislative and regulatory framework9 was the key one which 
recommended that that relevant sections of the Central Bank Consumer Protection Code should be 
applied to all the providers of PCP and hire purchase agreements to consumers, and that if it was the 
policy intention to implement that recommendation then it will be necessary to explore the options 
for new legislation. 

  

                                                 
8 This measure was subsequently enacted in section 8 of the markets in Financial Instruments Act 2018 and is now in 
effect.  
9 Regarding the Tutty report recommendation number 1 above, as previously indicated the advice received indicated that, 
where the terms of a PCP agreement satisfies the essential aspects of a “hire purchase agreement” as such agreements are 
defined in the Consumer Credit Act 1995, then the relevant provisions of that Act will apply to PCP agreements. Accordingly, 
as appropriate PCPs fall within the provisions of Consumer Credit Act 1995 which regulates hire purchase and consumer 
hire agreements.  Regarding recommendation number 2, the advice confirmed that section 65 of the Central Bank Act 1942 
permits the Central Bank to collect data from all hire purchase/PCP providers.     
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Section 3: Identification and description of options  
 
The policy options which were considered to implement the important “Tutty Report” 
recommendation that the relevant sections of the Central Bank’s CPC should be applied to all the 
providers of PCP and hire purchase agreements to consumers, and the decision taken on each of the 
possible policy options, are set out below:  

 

1. No intervention  
 

The ‘no intervention’ option is primarily being included for benchmarking purposes. Therefore, it will 
not be examined in great detail as part of this RIA because it is not envisaged that this option will be 
pursued in practice. To take no action would mean that a key recommendation of the Tutty report will 
not be implemented.  More importantly, it would mean that a gap in the current consumer protection 
regulatory framework will continue, and that a lesser form of protection will continue to apply to 
consumers who finance the purchase of a car (or indeed any other consumer good) by means of a hire 
purchase/PCP agreement compared to consumers who finance such goods by means of a cash loan.  It 
may also contribute to a form of lending which would not be optimally prudent and could contribute 
to higher and possibly unsustainable debt levels being incurred by some borrowers and consequently, 
while the Tutty report found that there is so far no evidence of significant consumer detriment arising 
from PCPs, it recognised that consumer protection and/or financial stability problems in relation to 
such agreements could materialise in the future.  Improving the level of consumer protection in 
relation to the provision and operation of such agreements should, therefore, help minimise potential 
problems from arising at a future point. 

 

2. Provide for the enhancement of the Central Bank’s code making powers so that it can 
apply its Consumer Protection Code (CPC) to all the providers of credit, hire purchase 
(including PCP) and consumer hire agreements to consumers, including the providers of 
such agreements which are not subject to a Central Bank authorisation, licencing or 
similar requirement (i.e. “unauthorised providers”). 

 

The direct option of amending legislation to expand the Central Bank’s code making powers so that it 
may apply the relevant provisions of its CPC, including the key suitability and credit worthiness 
assessment provisions in Chapter 5 of the CPC as recommended by the Tutty report, to all the providers 
(including the “unauthorised providers”) of credit and other types of financial accommodation to 
consumers was therefore considered.    
 
The CPC is issued by the Central Bank pursuant to powers under different statutory provisions.  In 
relation to the regulation of the providers of credit and similar types of agreements to consumers, the 
relevant code making powers of the Bank are provided for in section 117 of the Central Bank Act 1989 
and section 8H of the Consumer Credit Act 1995.  However, the extent and reach of the Bank’s code 
making powers under the two legislative provisions is different.  Section 117 of the Central Bank Act 
1989 permits the Central Bank to issue codes of practice in relation to “licence holders” or other 
persons “supervised by” the Central Bank, all of which are entities specifically “authorised” or 
“licenced” by the Central Bank and who are therefore Central Bank “regulated financial service 
providers”.  As such, “regulated financial service providers”, such as banks and retail credit firms, fall 
within the full authorisation and regulatory remit of the Central Bank.  However, as some of the 
providers of financial accommodation fall outside the authorisation remit of the Bank, they are not 
deemed to be “regulated financial service providers” and accordingly it is considered that it would be 
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unsafe to assume that any code made under section 117 of the Central Bank Act 1997, such as the 
relevant provisions of the CPC in its entirety, could be applied to such “unauthorised” firms, even 
where such firms provide credit type agreements to consumers. 
 
Section 8H of the Consumer Credit Act 1995 provides an alternative statutory base for the making of 
Central Bank codes of practice, and this gives the Bank the power to apply a code made under that 
section to any person, including firms not “authorised” or “licensed” by the Central Bank, which 
provides agreements that fall within the scope of the Central Bank “designated provisions” of that Act 
such as those which apply to all forms of credit, hire purchase (including PCP) and consumer hire 
agreements.  While this section gives the Central Bank a scope to apply a consumer protection code 
over a wider range of firms, including in certain cases firms which are not “authorised” or “licensed” 
by the Bank, nevertheless it is also the case that the nature and scope of requirements it can impose 
on firms by codes made under that statutory provision is more limited than that available under section 
117 of the Central Bank Act 1989.  Section 8H only permits the Bank to to “publish codes of practice 
setting out conduct relating to agreements to which the designated provisions apply, in order to secure 
transparency and fairness in relation to the terms of those agreements and the conduct of agents 
dealing with consumers under those contracts”.  Accordingly, any code issued under that particular 
section must be targeted at transparency and fairness in relation to the terms of agreements and 
accordingly it would not be a sufficient basis to place wider obligations on all financial providers, 
including the important “Tutty Report” recommendation that all PCP providers should carry out pre-
contract suitability and affordability assessments of consumers before they provide PCP credit.  Under 
the current law, while this particular CPC requirement can be imposed on Central Bank “authorised” 
firms in relation to the provision of PCP and hire purchase agreements, but the Central Bank does not 
have the power to impose it on “unauthorised providers” of such agreements.  
 
It would, of course, be an option to expand the Bank’s code making powers under section 8H of the 
Consumer Credit Act 1995 so that it could also require all the providers of all forms of credit, hire 
purchase and consumer hire agreements to carry out additional consumer protection functions 
including those contained in Chapter 5 of the CPC in relation to the requirement to perform a pre-
contract affordability and suitability assessment of the product for the consumer (and the associated 
requirement to gather sufficient information for that purpose).  That option would fulfil the precise 
requirements of the particular “Tutty Report” recommendation.  However, while the level of consumer 
protection in relation to the provision of such agreements would significantly increase under this 
option, it would also mean that the consumers of such financial accommodation would continue to 
have a somewhat lower level of protection when compared to cash loans provided by fully Central 
Bank authorised entities.  For example, under Central Bank legislation, and in particular under the 
Central Bank (Supervision and Enforcement) Act 2013, the Central Bank has a range of direction and 
regulation making powers which it can utilise, inter alia, in the broad interest of protecting consumers.  
For example section 43 of the Central Bank (Supervision and Enforcement) Act 2013 gives the Bank the 
power, where appropriate, to direct the payment of redress for customers and section 48 of that Act 
also gives the Central Bank the power to make regulations including a range of areas that will have the 
effect of improving the level of protection available to consumers.  However, these powers can only 
be utilised in relation to Central Bank “regulated financial service providers” and accordingly, under 
this particular option, “unauthorised” firms which provide certain credit and other financial 
accommodation type agreements to consumers would still not be “regulated financial service 
providers” and would therefore continue to operate in more light regulatory framework, including a 
consumer protection regulatory framework, than those finance providers which are fully regulated by 
the Central Bank.  It is not considered that this would be in the long term interest of consumers which 
enter into financial accommodation agreements with such firms.  Therefore, while option 2 would fulfil 
the particular “Tutty Report” recommendation and would provide for a much enhanced level of 
consumer protection in relation to financial accommodation provided by “unauthorised providers”, it 

defid:6348
defid:19367
defid:6348
defid:6360
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would also mean that a somewhat lower level of consumer protection would continue to prevail 
between “unauthorised providers” and Central Bank “regulated financial service providers”.  For this 
reason it was decided to discount option 2. 
 

 

3. Provide for a new category of Central Bank “regulated business” to apply to the currently 

unauthorised providers and servicers of credit, hire purchase and consumer hire 

agreements to consumers and other “relevant persons”. 

 

Part V of the Central Bank of Ireland Act 1997 provides that a person shall not carry out a “regulated 
business” unless the person is the holder of an “authorisation” from the Central Bank.  The types of 
businesses which currently fall into this category of “regulated business” are:-  

 a bureau de change business,  

 a money transmission business,  

 the business of a home reversion firm,  

 the business of a retail credit firm,  

 the business of a debt management firm and  

 the business of a credit servicing firm.   
 

A firm which operates any of the above “regulated business” is, unless it is a firm that is already a 
“regulated financial service provider” authorised by the Central Bank or by an authority that performs 
functions in an EEA country that are comparable to the functions performed by the Central Bank, or is 
otherwise exempted under Part V of the Central Bank Act 1997, required to be “authorised” by the 
Central Bank. 

Option 3 proposes that a new category of “regulated business” entity be created specifically for “non-
bank” firms which provide or service credit (other than credit provided in the form of cash loans10), 
hire purchase or consumer hire agreements to/with consumers or other “relevant persons” and be 
added to the above list.  This would mean that any firm which provides or services these agreements 
to/with consumers (or other “relevant persons”) would be required to be “authorised” by the Central 
Bank and would, therefore, become Central Bank a “regulated financial service provider” and would 
be subject to full regulatory (including consumer protection) remit of the Central Bank.  As such, the 
Central Bank would be in a position to apply its Consumer Protection Code in full to such firms, as well 
as any other Code the Bank may make under section 117 of the Central Bank Act 1989.  Also, all the 
Central Bank consumer protection and other regulatory powers under the Central Bank Acts, including 
the Central Bank (Supervision and Enforcement) Act 2013, could be used as appropriate in relation to 
these “authorised” firms.  Option 3 would, therefore, fulfil the particular “Tutty Report” 
recommendation and it would also mean that the full level of consumer protections and other 
regulatory provisions which currently applies to all Central Bank “authorised” entities would now 
become available in respect of all the providers of these agreements. 

The disadvantage associated with this particular option, however, is that it would add a certain further 
complexity (and also a certain level of artificiality) to the range and types of business authorised and 
regulated by the Central Bank without any enhanced level of protection for consumers or 
compensating supervisor benefit.  For example, under this option the business of “non-banks” 
providing credit in the form of cash loans would be required to be authorised and regulated by the 

                                                 
10 The business of providing credit in the form of cash loans provided to “relevant persons” is already a Central Bank 
regulated “retail credit firm” business, and the business of servicing such agreements (including holding legal title to such 
credit) is a Central Bank regulated (credit servicing firm” business.   
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Central Bank as a “retail credit firm”, whereas the business of providing credit in a form other than 
that of a cash loan, or in the form of a hire purchase, PCP or consumer credit agreement would 
constitute a separate category of Central Bank “regulated business”.  This would add significant 
complexity to the Central Bank supervisory system, but without any additional consumer protection 
or supervisory benefit compared to that set out in option 4.  On that basis, it was decided to discount 
option 3. 

 

4. Provided that the currently unauthorised providers or servicers of credit, hire purchase 
and consumer hire agreements to consumers and other “relevant persons” will become 
subject to the Central Bank authorisation and regulatory framework which applies to 
“retail credit firms” and “credit servicing firms” respectively. 
  

As indicated above, the provision of credit and the servicing of a credit agreement in the form of cash 

loans to/with relevant persons is already a Central Bank “regulated business” and any person or firm 

engaged in such activities is required to be authorised as a “retail credit firm” or “credit servicing firm” 

by the Central Bank.  This option proposes that the “regulated business” activity of a “retail credit firm” 

and “credit servicing firm” be widened so that it will respectively also include all credit, hire purchase 

and consumer hire agreements provided to or serviced with consumers and other “relevant persons”.  

By widening the scope of and utilising the existing Central Bank “regulated business” of “retail credit 

firm”, this will bring the currently unauthorised providers or servicers of such agreements to 

consumers and other “relevant persons” within the authorisation remit of the Central Bank and 

consequently within the full consumer protection and other regulatory remit of the Central Bank.  This 

will then enable the Central Bank to apply the relevant provisions of its CPC and other consumer 

protection measures available under other regulatory or legislative provisions to all the providers or 

servicers of such agreements to “relevant persons”.  This option will, therefore, facilitate the 

implementation of the key “Tutty Report” recommendation, and more generally it will also facilitate 

the application of all the domestic consumer protections that generally applies in relation to the 

provision of cash loan credit agreements to consumers to the provision of all credit, hire purchase 

(including PCP) and consumer hire agreements.  Furthermore, it will also do this in a manner that is 

least obtrusive to the Central Bank regulatory framework.  Accordingly, option 4 was selected as the 

preferred option. 

In addition, it is also proposed to include all firms which provide credit, either directly or indirectly to 

“relevant persons”, within this proposed authorisation remit of the Central Bank.    

Finally, it is also considered prudent to address a situation which may arise following the ‘sale’ of a 

hire-purchase or consumer-hire agreement. The existing ‘credit-servicing’ regime provides that a 

person or firm which is involved in the business of servicing cash-loan credit agreements, or who holds 

the legal title to such agreements, is required to be authorised as a ‘credit servicing firm’. It is proposed 

to expand this authorisation remit so that it will also include all credit, hire purchase (including PCP) 

and consumer hire agreements to consumers and other “relevant persons”.  This will maintain 

separate authorisation regimes for firms who purchase, acquire or service credit, hire-purchase and 

consumer-hire agreements (i.e. the ‘credit servicing regime) and non-bank firms who provide credit, 

hire-purchase and consumer-hire agreements (i.e. the ‘retail credit firms’). 
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Section 4: Analysis of costs, benefits and other impacts for each option 

 COST  
 

BENEFIT IMPACTS 

Option 1 

No intervention 

 

The policy objective of 

closing the consumer 

protection gap in 

relation to hire 

purchase, PCP and 

other non-authorised 

credit providers will 

not be met.  

 

Will not impose an 

authorisation or 

regulatory burden on 

the un-authorised 

providers of these 

agreements (or on the 

Central Bank). 

 

 

 

Will mean that a key 

“Tutty Report” 

recommendation on 

PCPs will not be 

implemented. 

Potential consumer 

detriment could occur 

as consumers cannot 

currently avail of 

protections available 

under the Central 

Bank Consumer 

Protection Code (and 

other certain 

consumer protection 

measures) under 

current regime.  

Option 2 

Provide for the 
enhancement of the 
Central Bank’s code 
making powers so that 
it can apply its 
Consumer Protection 
Code (CPC) to all the 
providers of credit, 
hire purchase 
(including PCP) and 
consumer hire 
agreements  to 
consumers, including 
the providers of such 
agreements which are 
not subject to a 
Central Bank 
authorisation, 
licencing or similar 
requirement (i.e. 
“unauthorised 
providers”). 

 

Increased 

administrative burden 

on the currently “un-

authorised” providers 

of such agreements 

due to requirement to 

meet applicable 

consumer protection 

requirements 

contained in the 

Central Bank CPC. 

 

 

 

Will enable the Central 

Bank to apply relevant 

provisions of the CPC 

(or any other Central 

Bank Code) to the 

currently 

“unauthorised 

providers” of such 

agreements (such as 

requiring the providers 

of such agreements to 

carry out consumer 

suitability and 

affordability 

assessments prior to 

entering into such 

agreements) and 

thereby increase the 

level of consumer 

 

Will implement a key 

“Tutty Report” 

recommendation on 

PCPs (and which is the 

only report 

recommendation that 

cannot be 

implemented within 

the existing 

legislation). 

Increase the level of 

consumer protections 

(and consumer rights) 

as provided for in the 

Central Bank CPC (or 

any other applicable 

Code) in relation to 

the provision of such 

agreements by 
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protections available 

in relation to the 

provision and 

operation of such 

agreements.  

“unauthorised” 

entities.  

 

The application of the 

relevant provisions of 

the CPC, in particular 

the provisions which 

require the providers 

of all forms of credit 

and related 

agreements to 

consumers and other 

relevant persons to 

carry out suitability 

and affordability 

assessments prior to 

entering into such 

agreements) will help 

reduce the future 

provision or take up of 

unsustainable credit 

and will help avoid 

possible consumer 

protection problems 

arising in the future 

from the provision of 

PCP and other such 

agreements. 

However, the general 

Central Bank 

supervisory, regulatory 

and consumer 

protection powers 

which apply to all 

Central Bank 

“regulated financial 

service providers” will 

continue to not apply 

to such firms.  As such, 

and “uneven” 

application of 

consumer protection 

and other regulatory 
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measures will continue 

to apply.  Also, 

“unauthorised” firms 

will continue to be 

able to enter the 

market for the 

provision of such 

agreements to 

consumers and other 

relevant persons 

without a need to be 

authorised by the 

Central Bank.   

Option 3 

Provide for a new 

category of Central 

Bank “regulated 

business” to apply to 

the currently 

“unauthorised 

providers” of credit, 

hire purchase 

(including PCP) and 

consumer hire 

agreements to 

consumers and other 

“relevant persons”. 

 

 

 

 

Increased 

administrative burden 

on the currently un-

authorised providers 

of such agreements 

due to requirement to 

meet applicable 

consumer protection 

requirements 

contained in the 

Central Bank CPC. 

Furthermore, such 

firms will also have to 

meet any additional 

consumer protection 

obligations which arise 

directly from the 

provisions of the 

Central Bank 

(Supervision and 

Enforcement) Act 2013 

or which may arise at a 

future point from 

regulations, directions 

or other decisions the 

Central Bank may take 

utilising powers 

available to it under 

that Act. 

 

Will provide for a 

more uniform and full 

level of consumer 

protection (including 

the consumer 

protections set out in 

the CPC) in relation to 

all forms of credit and 

related agreements 

provided to consumers 

and other relevant 

persons. 

 

Consumers engaging 

with currently 

“unauthorised” firms 

will now have the 

same level of 

consumer protections 

that they would have if 

they contracted for 

business with banks 

and other already 

authorised firms.   

 

 

 

 

Will implement a key 

“Tutty Report” 

recommendation on 

PCPs (and which is the 

only report 

recommendation that 

cannot be 

implemented within 

the existing 

legislation). 

 

 

Provide for a full and 

more uniform level of 

consumer protection 

in relation to all forms 

of credit and similar 

agreements provided 

to consumers and 

other relevant 

persons. 

 

 

 

Will also provide for a 

wider range of 
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Subject to appropriate 

transition 

arrangements, existing 

firms will also have to 

become authorised by 

the Central Bank and 

new firms wishing to 

enter the market will 

have to secure a prior 

Central Bank 

authorisation.  While 

there is no application 

fee or authorisation 

fee, all “regulated 

financial service 

providers” are 

required to pay an 

annual funding levy to 

the Central Bank. 

Additional regulatory 

and supervisory work 

will have to be 

performed by the 

Central Bank in 

respect of currently 

un-authorised firms. 

Furthermore, 

additional complexity 

will arise from the 

creation of a new 

Central Bank 

“regulated business” 

category specifically 

for the provision of 

non-cash loan type 

“relevant 

agreements”.   

 

 

All entities providing 

such agreements will 

be subject to a Central 

Bank authorisation 

process and no firm 

may operate in the 

market in the absence 

of such an 

authorisation. 

  

measures and options 

to consumers to 

vindicate their rights. 

 

 

 

The application of the 

relevant provisions of 

the CPC, in particular 

the provisions which 

require the providers 

of all forms of credit 

and related 

agreements to 

consumers and other 

relevant persons to 

carry out suitability 

and affordability 

assessments prior to 

entering into such 

agreements) will help 

reduce the future 

provision or take up of 

unsustainable credit 

and will help avoid 

possible consumer 

protection problems 

arising in the future 

from the provision of 

PCP and other similar 

financial  agreements. 

 

However, some 

further complexity 

(and also a certain 

level of artificiality) 

will arise in relation to 

the various types of 

businesses regulated 

by the Central Bank. 
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Option 4  

Provided that the 
currently 
“unauthorised 
providers or servicers” 
of credit, hire 
purchase (including 
PCP) or consumer hire 
agreements to 
consumers and other 
“relevant persons” will 
become subject to the 
Central Bank 
authorisation and 
regulatory framework 
which applies to “retail 
credit firms” and 
“credit servicing firms” 
respectively. 
 
 
 

 

As option 3 above, but 

without the additional 

complexity that would 

arise from the creation 

of a new category of 

Central Bank 

“regulated business”. 

 

As option 3 above. 

 

 

 

As option 3 above, 

except for the reduced 

regulatory complexity 

and burden which will 

arise from utilising an 

existing regulated 

business category as 

opposed to creating a 

new Central Bank 

regulated business for 

the types of 

agreements which will 

now come within the 

authorisation scope of 

the Central Bank. 

Also there will be an 

enhanced level of 

consumer protection 

by the application of 

the existing credit 

interest rate 

restriction as 

contained in the 

Consumer Credit Act 

1995 to all “credit 

institutions” as 

defined by that Act, 

and the inclusion of 

firms which indirectly 

provide credit to 

“relevant persons”. 
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Section 5: Consultation 

In carrying out his study on the PCP market, Mr Michael Tutty had discussions with Department of 

Business, Enterprise and Innovation, the Society of the Irish Motor Industry (SIMI), a car dealer/credit 

intermediary, a financial institution involved in the PCP market, the CCPC, the Central Bank, the 

Consumers’ Association of Ireland and the Department of Finance.  In addition, Mr Tutty also obtained 

information from the Financial Services and Pensions Ombudsman on the complaints they have 

received on PCPs. 

Subsequently, the Department of Finance has engaged with the Central Bank, the Department of 

Business, Enterprise and Innovation, and the Competition and Consumer Protection Commission in 

order to find the optimum solution to address the identified consumer protection gaps.  

The Office of the Attorney General has also provided legal advice in relation to the issues raised.   

The General Scheme was also submitted to the Joint Oireachtas Committee on Finance, Public 

Expenditure and Reform and An Taoiseach for pre-legislative scrutiny. In response the Committee 

indicated that, following scrutiny of the general scheme by way of submissions and a detailed Library 

& Research Service paper, it has decided not to undertake further scrutiny of the legislation. 

It will also be necessary, following publication of the Bill, to consult the European Central Bank on this 

proposal. 

 

Section 6: Enforcement and Compliance 

The Central Bank will be responsible for ensuring that the additional firms which will be authorised 

comply with the new legislation. 

 

Section 7: Publication 

This Regulatory Impact Analysis statement has been updated as necessary following the formulation 

of the Bill and will be published on the Department of Finance’s website and accompanied by a link to 

the Bill once the Bill becomes available and has been approved for publication. 


